Abstract. As a generalization of weakly continuous functions, we introduce the notion of (i, j)-weakly m-continuous functions in bitopological spaces and obtain unified characterizations and properties of certain forms of weakly continuous functions in bitopological spaces.
structure, ra-spaces and m-continuity. In [27] , they introduced and studied the notions of weakly m-continuous functions. In the present paper, by using these concepts we obtain the unified definitions and properties of weak forms of continuity in bitopological spaces.
Preliminaries
Throughout the present paper, (X, ti, T2) (resp. (X, r)) denote a bitopological (resp. topological) space. Let (X, r) be a topological space and A be a subset of X. The closure of A and the interior of A are denoted by 01(A) and Int(A), respectively. Let (X, T\,T2) be a bitopological space and A be a subset of X. The closure of A and the interior of A with respect to r 8 are denoted by ¿Cl(A) and ilnt(A), respectively, for ¿ = 1,2. DEFINITION 2.5 . Let (X,Ti,T2) be a bitopological space and A a subset of X. A point x of X is said to be in (i,j)-9-closure
[10] of A, denoted by
0 for every reopen set U containing x, where i,j = 1,2 and i ¿j. (X, T\,T2) , the following properties hold:
( 
REMARK 3.1. (1) Let (X, RI,R2) be a bitopological space. Then the families (i, j)SO(X), (i, j)PO(X), (i,j)a(X) and (i, j)SPO(X) are all m-structures on X.
(2) Let (X, Ti,T2) be a bitopological space and A be a subset of X.
LEMMA 3.1 (Maki et al. [17] ). Let (X,mx) be an m-space. For subsets A and B of X, the following properties hold: (Popa and Noiri [23] (Popa and Noiri [26] , 01,02) , the following properties are equivalent:
If (X -A) € mx, then mx-Cl(A) = A and if A G mx, then mx-
Proof. (1) => (2): Let B be any subset of Y.
Therefore, V fl jInt(zCl(B)) = 0 and hence jCl(V) fl jIrit(iCl(_B)) = 0. Therefore, there exists an mx-
Hence, we have U fl /^(jlnt^Cl^))) = 0 and x G X -mx-Cl(/-1 (jInt(iCl(.B)))) by Lemma 3.2. Thus, we obtain mx-Cl(/ _1 (jInt(iCl(B)))) C /^(¿Cl^)).
is Uj-open and we have mx-Clif-^Y -j'Cl(F))) C f~l{iC\{Y -jCl(F))) and hence X -
This shows that / is (i, j)-weakly m-continuous.
THEOREM 3.2. For a function f : (X,mx)
-> (Y, ¿71,02), the following properties are equivalent:
Proof. (1) (2): Assume that / is weakly m-continuous. Let A be any subset of
by Lemma 3.2 we obtain U fl A ^ 0 and hence
and hence mx-
and we have mx-
Thus we obtain mx-Cl(/ _1 (V)) C /^(iCliV)). It follows from Theorem 3.1 that / is (i, j)-weakly m-continuous. (
Then there exists a crj-open set W containing f(x) such that W n F = 0. Hence we have iCl{W n V) = 0. Since V is (j, z)-preopen,
Since / is (i, j)-weakly m-continuous and W is a cr^-open set containing REMARK 3.5. 1) A bitopological space (X, ri,T2) having an m-structure ml] = m (ri,Tj) determined by ri and T2 is briefly called a space (X, ri,72) with an m-structure rriij.
2) If rriij = (^i)SO(X) (resp. (i, j)PO(X)), we obtain the definition of (¿,j)-weakly semi-continuous (resp. (i, j)-weakly precontinuous) functions.
By Definition 3.6 and Theorems 3.1-3.3, we obtain the following theorems. (
1) f is (i, j)-weakly m-continuous; (2) mirCl(/-1 (F)) C / -1 (*C1(V)) for every (.j,i)-preopen set V of Y; (3) f~\V) C m^-Int(/ _1 (jCl(F))) for every (i, j)-preopen set V of Y.

REMARK 3.6. 1) If rmj = (i,j)SO(X) (resp. (i, j)PO(X)), by Theorems 3.4 and 3.5 we obtain the results in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 of [12] and Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [23] (resp. Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 of [19]). 2) If mij =SO(X),
by Theorem 3.6 we obtain the results in Theorem 3.1 of [27] .
3) If t = t\ = 72 and mlj = SO(X), then by Theorem 3.4 we obtain the results in Proposition 2.2 of [6].
4) If r = n = t2 and mij = r, then by Theorem 3.4 we obtain the results in Lemma 3.1 of [2] and also by Theorem 3.6 we obtain the results of Theorem 3.6 of [2] ,
Weak m-continuity and m-continuity DEFINITION 4.1. A function / : (X,mx) -> (Y, 01,02) is said to be m-icontinuous if / : (X,mx) -> (Y, m) is m-continuous. LEMMA 4.1. For a function f : (X,mx) • (Y, 01,02), the following properties are equivalent: (1) f is m-i-continuous; (2) = mx-Int(/ _1 (F)) for every oi-open set V of Y; (3) f~ (F) = mx-Cl(/ -1 (F)) for every oi-closed set F of Y.
Proof (2) and Lemma 3.1 we have
LEMMA 4.2 (Popa and Noiri [28]). If a bitopological space (X, t\,t%) is (i, j)-regular, then (i, j)-Cl$(F) = F for every Ti-closed set F.
mx-C\{f-l (B)) c mx-C\{r l {{hj)-C\e{B))) = f-\{i,j)-C\e{B)).
Hence mx-C\(f~l(B))
C f~l{(i,j)-C\e{B)).
It follows from Theorem 3.2 that / is (i, j)-weakly m-continuous. 
n /-1 («C1(V)) = 0. Therefore, my-IntCf-^Clil/))) n m jr Int(/ _1 (iCl(y))) = 0. Since / is pairwise weakly m-continuous, by Theorem 3.4 x G f-\U) C m ir Int(/-1 (jCl(C/))) and y € f'^V) C m^-Int(/ -1 (iCl(V))). Hence, there exist U x G mij and V y G rriji such that xeU x C rriij-lntif-^jCliU))) and y G V y C m^-Int^"^«^^))). Hence U X fl V y = 0. This implies that (X, T\, 72) is pairwise 771-T2. (X, 7-1,7-2) 
, then f(K) is (i, j)-quasi H-closed relative to (Y, ai, 02).
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3. Therefore, we obtain that x G mx~ Int(/ _1 (jCl(V))). This contradicts that x G m xFr(f~\jC\(V))). 
is not (i, j)-weakly m-continuous is identical with the union of all rriij-frontiers of the inverse images of the aj-closure of a¿-open sets of Y contining f(x).
REMARK 5.6. If m^ = (i,j) SO(X) (resp. (¿,j)PO(X)), then by Theorem 5.6 we obtain the results in Theorem 4.3 of [28] (resp. Theorem 4.3 of [19] ).
New forms of (i, ji)-weakly continuous functions
There are many modifications of open sets in topological spaces. In order to define some new modifications of open sets in a bitopological space, let recall 0-open sets and ¿-open sets due to Velicko [29] . Let (X, r) be a topological space. A point x G X is called a ^-cluster (resp. ¿-cluster) point of a subset A of X if C1(V) fL4 ^ 0 (resp. Int(Cl(V)) nA ^ 0) for every open set V containing x. The set of all 0-cluster (resp. ¿-cluster) points of A is called the 0-closure (resp. 8-closure) of A and is denoted by 01^(^4) (resp. Cl{(i4)). If A = CIe(i4) (resp. A = Clj(i4)), then A is said to be 0-closed (resp. 5-closed) [29] . The complement of a 0-closed (resp. ¿-closed) set is said to be 6-open (resp. 6-open) . The union of all 0-open (resp. ¿-open) sets contained in A is called the 9-interior (resp. 5-interior) of A and is denoted by Int fl (A) (resp. Int 5 (^)). 
